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Stream copper lacquered

Lino silver bronze

Lino maté silver bronze

juta matè silver bronze

Tricot copper lacquered

Tricot silver bronze

S U R FA C E S

Patterns immersed in a
crystalline world of glass
- shiny, opaque, glinting fascinating also to the touch.
Madras® technologies
applied to flat glass and
mirrors transform surfaces
with many striking effects not
possible in other materials.
Hence the advantages
and prestige of Madras®
products for the finishing
of furniture and furnishing
accessories.
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W A R M
M E TA L
B O O K
KITCHEN

LIVING

BEDROOM

Warm metal is a range of colours of
the moment for dressing the home with
reflections both ancient and modern.
Madras® expresses their spirit with a variety
of new tones, finishes and tactile/visual
sensations. Once again, perfect surfaces
have been created for the functional design
and evocative power of furnishing items.
WEAVING IN GLASS

TACTILE PATTERNS

SILK DECOR

Warm copper glints in an
exquisite, functional kitchen.

Shiny-opaque contrasting, in a
play of non-mirror mirrors.

Neo-baroque charme for a
glass to be caressed.

K I T C H E N
w e a v i n g
i n g l a s s

Smooth, sparkling surfaces.
Precious textures
protected by the crystallinity
of glass and warmed
by colour.

Stream extra-clear copper laquered

facing page:
Madras® glass finishes:
door: Stream extra-clear
copper laquered;
splashback: Tricot extra-clear
copper laquered;
table top: Ecosat No-Scratch
extra-clear, turledove laquered.

L I V I N G
t a c t i l e
patterns

Glass as fabric,
smooth and shiny on walls,
textured and matte
on furnishing.

Lino silver bronze

facing page:
Madras® glass finishes:
door: Lino silver bronze;
wall-cladding: Lino maté silver bronze.

BEDROOM
silk decor

As in a lavish dress,
a thread of gold and light
runs across the
satin-finish surface.

Barocco maté silver bronze
design: francesco bettoni

facing page:
Madras® glass finishes:
wardrobe door and drawers:
Barocco maté silver bronze;
background: Juta maté silver
bronze.

Strip silver grey

Tricot-p turtledove lacquered

Movie silver grey

Tricot silver bronze

Barocco maté silver bronze

Lino silver bronze

Juta-p turtledove lacquered

Juta-p beige lacquered

Juta-p lac white

Irami-rs white laquered

Lino pearl lacquered

Tricot-p lac white

Tricot pearl lacquered

Stream pearl lacquered

not only warm metal...
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The furniture and furnishing accessories in the photographs are finished with Madras® products from the following lines:

W A R M
METAL
B O O K

Texture: 4mm extra-clear float base, temperable. Lacquering can be applied (by a transformer) on either the bare float or finished side. Lacquering the float side leaves the tactile effect of the chemical etching visible, whilst lacquering the finished side
keeps the brilliance and smoothness of the float visible without diminishing appreciation of the finely etched texture. Slightly
metallized paints are recommended for lacquering the finished side of the glass.
Silvered: 4mm silvered ecological float glass base, bronze colour. For full information on how to use silvered glass (gluing,
resistance to light and heat, etc.), visit the producers’ AGC website www.yourglass.com.
Anti-Scratch: 10mm extra-clear float base, temperable. Its finely textured and brilliantly reflective surface has very high, and
certified, resistance to scratches and stains.
Madras® chemical etching is permanent. It doesn’t alter the glass’s strength but intensifies its tactile and visual properties
depending on the surface treatment applied: velvet effect, texturing, brilliance, etc.
For day-to-day care, use a soft cloth (preferably microfibre) with water and/or an ordinary glass detergent.

Vetro Madras® is eco-compatible. It is produced in Italy in full compliance with all the environmental protection regulations.
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